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A. Introduction
Inside this Strategy Guide you will:

» Learn what tracking costs per lead is

» Learn the value of tracking costs per lead

» Learn in 7 steps how to track costs per lead to reduce your expenses

B. What does tracking costs per lead mean?
Tracking costs per lead involves matching your customers to the marketing campaign which brought them to your 
business. Once you have done so, you then divide the total amount of funds spent on a marketing campaign by the 
total amount of customers or ‘leads’ which that marketing campaign generated.

For example:

Average Cost per Lead  =  Total Amount Spent on the Marketing Campaign  ÷  Total Leads Generated

C. The advantages of tracking costs per lead
Every business can only afford to spend 
a set amount of money on marketing. 
When you track costs per lead you know 
exactly how much your business is 
spending on each marketing campaign 
and what the return is. Knowing the 
direct relationship between money 
spent on marketing and the money 
gained, allows you to manage your 
business’ marketing as an investment 
rather than an expense.

For example tracking costs per lead 
could help you discover that for your 
business:

$50,000 Invested in Marketing  =  
50,000 Leads  =  $200,000 Revenue

Tracking costs per lead also allows you to compare the effectiveness of the different marketing campaigns used by 
your business. The advantage of conducting this comparison is that in the future you will be able to re-invest your 
usual marketing budget more effectively into the marketing campaigns, with lower average costs per lead.
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D. 7 Steps to reduce expenses by tracking costs per lead

1. Recording the amount spent on each marketing campaign

The first step of tracking costs per lead is to ensure that you keep accurate records of how much your business spends 
on each separate marketing campaign. Your business might advertise in the YellowPagesTM, mail out flyers, use 
telemarketing or any range of other marketing campaigns. Instead of simply recording in the budget how much money 
was spent on ‘marketing’, it is important to separately record the cost of each marketing campaign. This allows you to 
later compare the different marketing approaches and see which one was more profitable.

2. Matching the customers to the marketing campaign

The next step is to capture data with each sale that will indicate which marketing campaigns lead your customer to 
your business. This can be done by training your sales team to ask the customer how they heard about your business 
with each sale, or you could capture the information through an already existing Customer Satisfaction Questionnaire:

Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your feedback. Your opinion is important to us.

Customer satisfaction question?  _____________________________________________________________________

Customer satisfaction question?  _____________________________________________________________________

Customer satisfaction question?  _____________________________________________________________________

Customer satisfaction question?  _____________________________________________________________________

How did you hear about us?        YellowPagesTM        Flyer in mail       Phone call       Website

Other:  ___________________________________________________________________________________________

We are delighted that you have chosen to use {business name} for your {industry} needs.

Simply recording how many leads were generated by each marketing campaign may be a slightly misleading indication 
of revenue. Different marketing campaigns may appeal to different demographics who may buy higher priced items. In 
other words marketing campaign ‘A’ may generate 500 leads whilst marketing campaign ‘B’ may only generate 300.

Leads Generated: 500 Leads Generated: 300

However, if the average lead from marketing campaign ‘A’ only buys a $10 product, whilst marketing campaign ‘B’ 
leads all buy $50 products, then marketing campaign ‘B’ has generated more revenue. 

Leads Generated: 500  Leads Generated: 300

Average Revenue: $10  Revenue: $50

Total Revenue: $5,000 Total Revenue: $15,000 

It is for this reason that you should also record the amount of each sale connected to a marketing lead.

Marketing 
campaign 

A

Marketing 
campaign 

B

Marketing 
campaign 

A

Marketing 
campaign 

B
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3. Calculating costs per lead

The first step to calculating your marketing campaign’s costs per lead is to gather all of the information you have 
captured. First, for each marketing campaign you will need to: add the total amount of leads generated; add the total 
revenue made by each sale, and add the total costs. Record your totals in a table, sorted by marketing campaign. 
When entering total costs be sure to only record the amount spent in this three month time frame. For example: a 
telemarketing firm may charge you by the month for their service, so simply recording 3 months of costs is simple. 
However, if you compare this with the total cost that you spent on a year-long YellowPagesTM ad, the totals will be 
misrepresented. Be sure that you only record the ¼ portion of that year-long cost which applies to this assessment.

Results for the last 3 months:

Marketing Campaign Total Revenue Total Leads Total Cost
YellowPagesTM $50,000 1,000 $5,000 ($20k/4)
Flyer in Mail $10,000 500 $2,000
Telemarketing $45,000 2,000 $9,000
Website $30,000 1,500 $6,000

With this data we can now calculate the average cost per lead using the rule:

Average Cost per Lead   =  Total Cost  ÷  Total Leads Generated

Marketing Campaign Total Revenue Total Leads Total Cost Cost per Lead
YellowPagesTM $50,000 1,000 $5,000 ($20k/4) $5
Flyer in Mail $10,000 500 $2,000 $4
Telemarketing $45,000 2,000 $9,000 $4.50
Website $30,000 1,500 $6,000 $4

You can now see the average cost of each marketing campaign per lead generated. This is the end of the cost per lead 
analysis, but before simply re-investing in the campaign with the lowest cost per lead, there is another useful figure 
that can be found with this data: the Return On Investment (ROI).

4. Calculating return on investment

Calculating the ROI allows you to identify what percentage of the amount you spent on each marketing campaign was 
returned as profit. To calculate the ROI, the total profit is divided by the cost of the investment and the result is often 
expressed as a percentage.

Profit  = Total Revenue – Total Cost

ROI  = (Total Revenue – Total Cost)

Total Cost

Example:

YellowPagesTM ROI  =      ($50,000 - $5,000)

$5,000  

So for every $1 spent onYellowPagesTM marketing this business received a $9 profit.

=   900%
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Marketing 
Campaign

Total Revenue Total Leads Total Cost Cost per Lead ROI

YellowPagesTM $50,000 1,000 $5,000   ($20k/4) $5 900%
Flyer in Mail $10,000 500 $2,000 $4 400%
Telemarketing $45,000 2,000 $9,000 $4.50 400%
Website $30,000 1,500 $6,000 $4 400%

5. Comparing marketing campaigns

Now that you know both the cost per 
lead and the return on investment for 
each marketing campaign, you can 
progress to the fifth step which is to 
compare your business’ marketing 
campaigns. In this step you will 
compare the cost per lead of each 
marketing campaign to identify the 
campaigns which cost your business 
less per lead. For the example above 
you can see that the ‘flyer in mail’ and 
‘website’ were both the least expensive 
campaigns per lead generated. 
YellowPagesTM can be clearly identified 
as the most expensive campaign per 
lead. However this doesn’t necessarily 
mean that using the YellowPagestm 
for marketing should be stopped; the 
other factor to consider is the Return On 
Investment. YellowPagesTM, despite costing more per lead, gave a significantly higher return per dollar spent.

To ensure that you re-invest your marketing budget most effectively over the next 3 month period, you should complete 
a few theoretical versions of this table. Assume that the ‘Return On Investment’ and ‘cost per lead’ will remain 
constant. If you are thinking that in the next 3 months you will re-allocate the funds you spent on one marketing 
campaign into another, then create a new table which will reflect those changes.

For example, in the previous table the total amount spent on all marketing campaigns was $22,000. If you were 
planning to re-invest that budget into a larger YellowPagesTM ad and more flyers in the mail, you would complete a 
theoretical table like this: 

Theoretical results for the next 3 months:

Marketing 
Campaign

Total Revenue Total Leads Total Cost Cost per Lead ROI

YellowPagesTM $140,000 2,800 $14,000    
($56k/4)

$5 900%

Flyer in Mail $32,000 2,000 $8,000 $4 400%

Note that the ROI remained the same. This figure was used to create the new theoretical ‘Total Revenue’. If in the next 
3 months $14,000 was invested in YellowPagesTM then we can use the estimated ‘Return On Investment’ to deduce that 
there will be a profit of $126,000. Profit = Revenue – Cost. Therefore the Total Revenue would be $140,000.

Similarly we can use the estimated ‘cost per lead’ to deduce that with a total of $14,000 at $5 per lead, 2,800 leads 
will be generated.
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Complete multiple theoretical tables to determine which marketing campaigns will be best suited for your business’ 
marketing budget.

6. Re-investing in profitable marketing campaigns

Once you have identified which marketing campaigns are best suited for your business, the next step is logically to 
re-invest in those campaigns. This process allows you to manage your marketing as an investment; reducing your 
business’ expenses whilst maintaining revenue.

7. Repeat the costs per lead assessment and comparison every 3 months

It is important to continue this process every three months. For each separate marketing campaign you should 
continue to:

» Record the costs

» Match the customers

» Assess cost per lead

» Identify your Return On Investment

At the end of every 3 month period you should review this data again and adjust your business’ marketing investment 
accordingly. Some marketing campaigns may have greater success rates due to seasonal factors, so it’s important to 
be aware if these campaigns are losing their effectiveness. Similarly an external marketing service like telemarketing 
may have changed their rates which will have a substantial effect on their cost per lead and Return On Investment in 
the future.

E. Key points summarised
» Tracking costs per lead allows you to manage your business’ marketing as an investment rather than an expense

»  Just because one marketing campaign generates more leads than another does not necessarily mean that it is more
profitable

» Re-investing in the marketing campaigns with the lowest cost per lead will help reduce your business’ expenses
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F. Action plan
What Why  Who When
Record the amount 
spent on each marketing 
campaign

To have accurate records of 
the costs of each marketing 
campaign for later 
comparison

You and your people

Match the customers to the 
marketing campaign 

To identify how many leads 
each separate marketing 
campaign is responsible for 
generating

Your sales team

Calculate cost per lead 
Identifies how much each 
marketing campaign is 
costing you per customer

You

Calculate Return On 
Investment

Identifies what percent 
of each dollar spent on a 
marketing campaign was 
returned as profit

Compare marketing 
campaigns

Identifies which marketing 
campaigns will cost less 
per lead and which will 
return greater profit

You

Re-invest in the profitable 
marketing campaigns

Allows you to manage 
your marketing as an 
investment; reducing your 
business’ expenses whilst 
maintaining revenue

You

Repeat the cost per 
lead assessment and 
comparison every 3 months

Ensures that your 
marketing investment 
maintains efficiency, cost 
reduction and a high return 
on investment

You and your people

Review the effectiveness of 
assessing your marketing 
by cost per lead

Identify how this process 
is helping your business 
and how you could 
implement the cost per 
lead assessment better

You and your BSI Coach




